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Abstract:
This article focuses on the adaptive assessment of pre-knowledge in the context of individualised
eLearning. A deterministic algorithm [3] is introduced which allows for a significant reduction of to be
presented problems for diagnosing pre-knowledge. Since the competence-performance approach [12] , [13]
, [14] is used for building the framework for adaptive testing, not only can it efficiently be assessed which
problems a learner is able to master, but also which knowledge, abilities, and skills are available. Such an
adaptive competence assessment is of importance when learning units for individualised instruction have
to be chosen by a learning program. The algorithm, the competence-performance approach, and a practical
example, next to a foresight concerning the planning of testing procedures are introduced in this article.

1

Introduction

Individualisation is of increasing importance with respect to eLearning. Even though not well established
yet in the domain of technology-based training, the concept of individualisation or personalisation,
respectively, denotes a general educational principle to which traditional instruction obeys. The term
stands for the individualisation of training as well as of content to various characteristics of the learner. It
requires instruction to meet the current learning level, rate of learning, cognitive and learning style,
contexts known to the learner, previous experiences, feelings, needs and interests. While a human teacher
easily, intuitively and in a flexible manner is able to adapt to the individual learner in these concerns,
personalisation is a much more complex task within eLearning. Not only have the technological
foundations to be developed, but also have the aspects in which individualisation is possible to be
identified, precisely described, and systematised. Only then they can be implemented in a rule-driven way
so that flexible learning programs can be developed.
In this article, concerning individualisation, we will concentrate on the diagnosis of pre-knowledge in terms
of competencies that are required for the solution of problems. The assessment of pre-knowledge is
important for optimally adapting lessons to the learner in the sense that he is only taught what he does not
know yet and not bored with known contents. By diagnosing the knowledge already available in a given
domain it is prevented that the learner either is unchallenged or that there is demanded too much from
him. This in turn supports the motivation to learn and saves concentration for the relevant contents. Of
course, the assessment should be efficient, not demanding too much time and cognitive resources.
Since only human teachers can - by using their implicit knowledge - intuitively and flexibly adapt to their
pupils, in the case of technology-based training a systematics is required according to which the learning
level can efficiently be assessed and, based on it, further instruction can be planned. Such a systematic is
provided by a competence-performance approach developed by Korossy [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] which is an
extension of knowledge space theory [2] , [6] . By its means not only adaptive and hence efficient testing
becomes possible but also does it allow for organising learning processes. This approach makes use of
solution dependencies among problems which are based on their qualitative description, that is, on the
assignment of knowledge entities explaining their solution.
In the following the theoretical foundations of the above mentioned approach will be introduced as well as
practical examples demonstrating its applicability will be reported. In this context a deterministic algorithm
[3] allowing for the efficient diagnosis of knowledge by means of the observable solution behaviour of a
learner will be introduced.

2

Modelling a knowledge domain

2.1

Theoretical foundations

The foundation of an adaptive instrument which at the same time serves as the framework for a curriculum
consists in an order - a not necessarily linear order - on a set of problems. The solution dependencies
among the problems, which define the order, are of the kind that from the solution of a super ordinate
problem the solution of a subordinate problem can be derived without actually observing the solution of
the latter one.
For developing computerised adaptive tests item response theory [7] is generally used. Next to not allowing
for non-linear orders on a set of problems, its greatest disadvantage is that on its basis competence
assessment is not possible, in the sense, that all the competencies contributing to the solution of a problem
are diagnosed and not just an overall ability. It can only be determined which problems a learner is able to
master and to what extent an overall ability underlying the solution of problems is available, but not which
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knowledge entities in particular had been applied for solving the problems because it is not made explicit
which knowledge entities contribute to the solution of each problem. To meet these problems we suggest a
competence-performance approach [12] , [13] , [14] as an alternative for constructing adaptive tests. It
systematically relates problems and knowledge required for solution to each other so that from the
observed solution behaviour the inference to the underlying knowledge can be drawn, that is, competence
assessment becomes possible. Explicitly differentiating between a latent and a manifest level of knowledge,
that is competence and performance, and connecting these levels to each other can be said to be the key
concept of this approach. Performance stands for the observable solution behaviour – a subject masters a
problem or it fails - while competence stands for the underlying knowledge, abilities, and skills explaining
the performance. The competence-performance approach is an extension of the knowledge space theory
[2] , [6] .
In the following the steps for establishing an order on a set of problems, that is, for developing a model
according to the competence-performance approach, are briefly outlined in a formal way.
Step 1: Identifying and representing solution paths
Let there be a set Q of problems q and a set E of elementary competencies e - abilities and skills representing a knowledge domain W.
As a first step it is analysed which solution paths there exist for arriving at the solution of a problem, that is,
it is analysed how a problem can be solved. For each problem there may be more than one solution path.
Next, the distinct steps into which the solution paths can be split up are described by the elementary
competencies. Problems and elementary competencies required for solving the problems are mapped to
each other by the function f: Q®Ã(Ã(E)) [1] . The subsets assigned to the problems are summarised in the
set L=È{ f (Q)|qÎQ}.
Step 2: Obtaining the competence space
By closing the set L under union the competence structure K is obtained. If for all the problems there has
been assigned only one solution path the competence structure is said to be a quasi ordinal competence
space which is stable under union and intersection. If there exist alternative solution paths the resulting
knowledge structure is said to be a competence space which is only stable under union. The subsets of
elementary competencies obtained by the closure under union are called the competence states k. They are
elements of the competence structure.
Step 3: Relating the levels of competence and performance to each other
In a next step the interpretation function k: Q®Ã(K) is applied. It assigns all those competence states to
each problem in which it is solvable. A problem is solvable in a certain state when the state assigned to it by
the function f is a subset of the viewed state. The interpretation function induces the representation
function p: K ®Ã(Q). It assigns all those problems to each of the competence states that are solvable in it. A
problem is solvable in a certain competence state when the state as assigned to it by the function f is a
subset of the viewed state. The subsets of problems as assigned to each competence state by the
representation function are called performance states p(k). They are element of the performance structure
P. A quasi ordinal performance space results if only one solution path had been identified for each
problem. With exceptions, in general, a performance space results if more than one solution path had been
assigned to a problem.
Step 4: Deriving the order on the set of problems
From the performance structure the solution dependencies among the problems can be read. They are
obtained by first assigning all the performance states p(k)q to each problem q that contain it and by then
extracting those performance states per problem that are minimal concerning the subset relation Í. The
solution dependencies are represented by a so called surmise relation  عor surmise system s in the case of a
quasi ordinal performance space or performance space, respectively. Graphically the order on the set of
problems can be depicted in an upward-drawing or an and/or-graph, respectively. For each two problems
that are related to each other it holds that if the super ordinate problem is solved the solution of the
sub-ordinate can be surmised.

2.2

A practical example

For demonstrating the applicability and usefulness of the discussed methodology the domain W of
counting competence in preschoolers was chosen. It is represented by a problem set Q={q1 ,q2,q3,q4,q5}
and a set of elementary competencies E={e1 ,e2,e3,e4,e5} accounting for the solution of the problems [2] .
For a brief description of the problems and elementary competencies see the appendix.
In the following the single steps of modelling as introduced in a formal way in the previous section are
explained by means of the example. Here, we consider only the case of one solution path per problem. In
this case it can uniquely be determined which knowledge the learner has available.
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Step 1: Identifying and representing solution paths
The solution paths are not verbally described here but are reported by means of the representing subsets of
elementary competencies that account for the solution of the problems. The function f which assigns
exactly these subsets to problems is displayed in table 1. The subsets f(q) are summarised in the set L.
Table 1
Function f assigning problems to subsets of elementary competencies sufficient for solving the problems
q

f(q)

q1

{e1 }

q2

{e1 ,e2}

q3

{e1 ,e2,e3}

q4

{e1 ,e2,e4 }

q5

{e1 ,e2,e4 ,e5 }

L={{e1 },{e1,e2},{e1 ,e2,e3},{e1 ,e2,e4},{e1,e2,e4,e5}}
Step 2: Obtaining the competence space
By closing the set L under union a quasi-ordinal competence space K is obtained. Since per definition the
competence space always contains the empty set it consists of 8 competence states k.
K ={{},{e1},{e1,e2},{e1,e2,e3},{e1,e2,e4},{e1,e2,e4,e5},{e1,e2,e3,e4},{e1 ,e2,e3,e4,e5}}
Step 3: Relating the levels of competence and performance to each other
In a next step, first, the interpretation function k: A®Ã(K) is applied. It assigns all those competence states
to each problem which account for its solution. Second, through the representation function p: K ®Ã(Q)
all those problems are assigned to each competence state which can be solved in it. Table 2 displays both
functions at once.
For an explanation of the interpretation function k consider row four. Problem q3 is mapped to three
competence states. One of these is the state {e1,e2,e3} as assigned by the function f - indicated by ¨ - and
the others {e1 ,e2,e3,e4} and {e1,e2,e3,e4,e5} - they are indicated by a · - are those which the first is a subset
of. All these states allow for solving the problem.
For an explanation of the representation function p consider column six. All the problems are mapped to
the competence state {e1 ,e2,e4} which are solvable in it. The problems can be said to be solvable in that
state because the states {e1 },{e1,e2} and {e1 ,e2,e4} which are sufficient for their solution are subsets of it.
Table 2
Interpretation function k and representation function p
{}
q1

{e1 }

{e1 ,e2}

{e1 ,e2,e3}

{e1 ,e2,e4 }

{e1 ,e2,e4 ,e5 }

{e1 ,e2,e3,e4 }

{e1 ,e2,e3,e4 ,e5 }

¨

·

·

·

·

·

·

¨

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

q2
q3

¨

q4

¨

q5

·
¨

{}

{q1 }

{q1 ,q2}

{q1 ,q2,q3}

{q1 ,q2,q4 }

{q1 ,q2,q4 ,q5 }

·
{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 }

{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 ,q5 }

The subsets of problems as assigned by the representation function are given in the bottom row of table 2.
They constitute the performance space
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P ={{},{q1},{q1,q2},{q1,q2,q3},{q1,q2,q4},{q1 ,q2,q4,q5},{q1 ,q2,q3,q4},{q1 ,q2,q3,q4,q5}}.
Step 4: Deriving the order on the set of problems
From the performance space the dependencies among the problems and hence the order on the set of
problems can be read. First, all those performance states p(k)q are assigned to each problem q that contain
it. Then, these performance states are extracted per problem that are minimal concerning the subset
relation Í. Table 3 displays the procedure. The minimal states are indicated by bold letters.
Table 3
Determining solution dependencies
q

p(k)q

q1

{q1},{q1 ,q2},{q1 ,q2,q3},{q1 ,q2,q4 },{q1 ,q2,q4 ,q5 },{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 },{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 ,q5 }

q2

{q1,q2},{q1 ,q2,q3},{q1 ,q2,q4 },{q1 ,q2,q4 ,q5 },{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 },{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 ,q5 }

q3

{q1,q2,q3},{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 },{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 ,q5 }

q4

{q1,q2,q4},{q1 ,q2,q4 ,q5 },{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 },{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 ,q5 }

q5

{q1,q2,q4,q5 },{q1 ,q2,q3,q4 ,q5 }

The resulting dependencies among the problems are graphically depicted in the form of an upward-drawing
in figure 1. The solution of all the problems which are reached by a descending line starting at one problem
can be surmised from this problem.

Figure 1
Upward drawing depicting the dependencies among the problems
Before a structure can be used for the individualised diagnosis of knowledge it has to be empirically
validated first. Only if it is valid the obtained order on the set of problems can be used for adaptive testing.
Since it is not the purpose of this paper to present validation methods the standard method will only briefly
be described.
For the validation of the obtained structure the problems have to be presented to a number of subjects. For
each subject it has to be assessed which problems it is able to solve and which not. The subset of solved
problems is called a solution pattern X. For each solution pattern it is determined to which degree it
corresponds to the hypothesised structure on the set of problems. This is done by calculating the
symmetric distance between each solution pattern X and each performance state p(k). The symmetric
distance d is defined as the number of problems contained in either set but not the other, in general
d(M,N)=|MDN|=|M\N|È|N\M|. For each solution pattern distances varying between zero - indicating a
perfect fit - and the maximal possible distance Q/2 - indicating worst fit - is obtained. The minimal observed
distance per solution pattern is taken for calculating the average distance which provides information about
the overall model fit. In general, the smaller the observed distance the better the fit. Of course, some more
measures exist for deciding about the validity of the model. This measures should only be mentioned:
Gamma-Index [8] ,[16] , Distance Agreement Coefficient [17] , Reproducibility Coefficient [9] .
Concerning our example the fit of the model was sufficiently high so that the structure can be used as the
basis for adaptive testing.
In the following it is described how in an adaptive testing procedure based on a deterministic algorithm [3]
problems are chosen for presentation and how thereby the number of to be presented problems can be
reduced compared to a conventional assessment. The underlying principle of the algorithm working on the
performance space is introduced in the following section.

3

A deterministic algorithm for adaptive testing

In this section a deterministic algorithm which works on the basis of a binary search method is introduced
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[3] . In the following it is described how dependent on the solution behaviour by means of the algorithm it
is decided upon the problems for presentation.
The first to be presented problem is chosen in a way so that it divides the performance space into two
subsets containing nearly the same number of performance states: one subset consisting of performance
states containing the viewed problem and the other subset not containing it. If the presented problem is
not solved all the states containing it can be cancelled concerning the ongoing questioning procedure. The
next problem then is chosen from the remaining performance states, again in a way, so that they are
divided in two subsets containing nearly the same number of performance states. If, on the contrary, the
problem is solved the next to be presented problem in the same way is chosen from the set of performance
states that contain it. The states not containing it are cancelled. The algorithm repeatedly applies as long as
no definite conclusion about the expected mastery of problems can be drawn on the basis of solution
dependencies.
For demonstrating how the algorithm works let us refer to our example. Two exemplar knowledge
diagnoses are described in the following. Figure 2 supports their verbal description.
In both diagnoses the problem that is chosen to be presented first is problem q3 because it divides the
performance space into two subsets containing nearly the same number of performance states. The subsets
consist of the performance states which do and which do not contain problem q3 respectively.
In diagnosis 1 problem q3 is mastered. Next, problem q5 is chosen for presentation because it divides the
set of states containing problem q3 into two subsets containing nearly the same number of performance
states, consisting of the performance states which do and which do not contain problem q5, respectively.
Problem q5 is again mastered. Thus, dependent on the relationships among the problems we can conclude
that the subject who mastered problems q5 and q3 is in the performance state {q1 ,q2,q3,q4,q5}. Since the
problems were described by the competencies required for their solution, by examining which problems a
subject is able to master, the underlying knowledge can uniquely be assessed. The competence diagnosis is
of great importance because based on it further instruction can be planned. As can be read from table 2 the
performance state {q1,q2,q3,q4,q5} arises from the competence state {e1,e2,e3,e4,e5}.
In diagnosis 2 problem q3 is not mastered. Thus, the subject cannot be in any state that contains problem
q3. Therefore, from the set of states not containing problem q3 problem q4 is chosen next because it divides
the set into two subsets containing nearly the same number of performance states, consisting of the
performance states which do and which do not contain problem q4 respectively. The subject fails on
problem q4. So, the states containing it are cancelled while from the remaining states not containing it
problem q2 is chosen because it divides these states into halves that are nearly equal concerning the
number of states. Since the subject solves problem q2 no further problem has to be presented. We can
conclude that the subject is in the state {q1 ,q2}. Since we are interested in the knowledge which explains
the solution of the problems we look at the corresponding competence state. From table 2 it can be read
that someone who is able to master problems q1 and q2 has available the competencies e1 and e2. The
competencies e3 through e5 the learner has still to be taught.
The two exemplar diagnoses show that actually savings are reached by making use of the introduced
algorithm working on the performance space. Instead of five problems only two and three respectively had
to be presented for uniquely determining which problems the learner is able to master and, what is more
important, which competencies the learner had available. In general, the proportion of problems which can
be saved depends on the kind of order. Savings will be the higher, the more pairs are in the relation.

Figure 2
Graphical depiction of two exemplar diagnoses based on a deterministic algorithm
Note. + …problem is solved, - …problem is not solved.

4

Fuzzy competence assessment
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While in the previous section the case of one solution path per problem had been considered, here the
more realistic case of more than one solution path per problem is introduced. As it was said earlier, in the
latter case a unique competence assessment is no longer possible. If alternative solution paths exist the
number of competence states characterising the knowledge of a subject does not equal one but can only be
equated with a number of possible competence states each sufficient to explain the observable solution
behaviour. These competence states are summarised in so called competence classes. Thus, competence
assessment remains fuzzy [15] .
For introducing the fuzzy assessment as a result of alternative solution paths an example concerning
numerical and prenumerical reasoning in preschool age was constructed [3] . Consider a problem set
Q={r1,r2,r3} and a set of elementary competencies E={b1,b2,b3} accounting for the solution of the
problems. For a brief description of the problems and elementary competencies see the appendix. As in the
first example the single steps of modelling are worked out.
Step 1: Identifying and representing solution paths
Again, the solution paths are not verbally described here but are reported by means of the representing
subsets of elementary competencies as obtained by the competence analysis. As can be seen in table 4
problems r1 and r2 require the competencies b1 or b2 for solution. The same is true for problem r3: the
competence states {b1 ,b3} or {b2,b3} explain its solution. The function f assigning exactly these subsets to
the problems is displayed in table 4. The subsets f(q) are summarised in the set L.
Table 4
Function f assigning problems to subsets of elementary competencies sufficient for solving the problems
q

f(q)

r1

{b1 },{b2}

r2

{b1 },{b2}

r3

{b1 ,b3},{b2,b3}

L={{b1},{b2},{b1,b3},{b2,b3}}
Step 2: Obtaining the competence space
By closing the set L under union the competence space K is obtained. It contains 7 competence states k.
K ={{},{b1 },{b2},{b1,b2},{b1 ,b3},{b2,b3},{b1 ,b2,b3}}
Step 3: Relating the levels of competence and performance to each other
Next, the interpretation function k: A®Ã(K) and the representation function p: K®Ã(Q) which is induced
by the first are applied. Table 5 displays both functions at once. For an explanation of the functions and
table 5 see section 2.

Table 5
Interpretation function k and representation function p
{}

{b1 }

{b2}

{b1 ,b2}

{b1 ,b3}

{b2,b3}

{b1 ,b2,b3}

r1

¨

¨

·

·

·

·

r2

¨

¨

·

·

·

·

¨

¨

·

{r 1 ,r 2,r3}

{r1 ,r2,r 3}

{r1 ,r2,r 3}

r3
{}

{r1 ,r2}

{r1 ,r2}

{r 1 ,r 2}

The subsets of problems as assigned by the representation function are given in the bottom row of table 5.
They constitute the performance space
P ={{},{r1,r2},{r1 ,r2,r3}}.
Step 4: Deriving the order on the set of problems
From the performance space the dependencies among the problems and hence the order on the set of
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problems can be read. According to the procedure as introduced in section 2.1 the dependencies among the
problems are determined: problem r3 presupposes problems r1 and r2, that is, from the solution of problem
r3 the solution of problems r1 and r2 can be surmised. This dependency is graphically depicted in an
upward-drawing in figure 3.
q1

r3

{r1 ,r2}

Figure 3
Upward-drawing depicting the dependencies among the problems
Due to the simplicity of this example it can easily be seen what we intend to point out. As the top and
bottom row of table 5 show, there are different competence states which give rise to the same performance
states. Thus, from the observed performance it can no longer uniquely be derived which competencies in
particular the learner has available, only the competence class can be determined. If we observe a subject
mastering r1 and r2 we cannot say clear-cut whether the subject has available competency b1 or b2 or both.
The same is true when a learner is observed mastering problems r1, r2 and r3. Either the learner has
available competencies b1 and b3 or b2 and b3 or b1, b2, and b3. Thus, the competence assessment remains
fuzzy. But this ambiguity can be dissolved. If in the assessment procedure we land at such a situation we
simply need to construct a further problem which concerning the competencies the learner has available is
informative. In the example at hand we could e.g. construct a problem which can only be solved if both
competencies b1 and b2 are available. If the subject is able to solve this problem it can uniquely be
determined that the subject has available both competencies. Of course, the competence assessment can
only be made precise at cost of a higher number of to be presented problems. But, nevertheless adaptive
assessment remains possible and additional problems need only be suggested by a learning program if such
a situation is met.

5

Conclusion

In the following it will be discussed in which concerns the above introduced methodology can be made use
of.
In the domain of performance testing - final exams, recruitment tests, college admission test - it is of
importance to have a large pool of problems from which the problems can randomly be chosen so that from
test to test different problems are presented. The presentation of different problems is of importance
because it has to be prevented that the to be tested persons prepare for the tests and learn the responses. If
persons are prepared the tester cannot get an impression of the true ability of the tested person. To get
parallel, that is, comparable tests which still test the same knowledge and allow for a comparison of the
tested persons the problems of an existing test have to be analysed for their requirements first. Then, on
their basis problems can be constructed that require just the same combinations of competencies for
solution as their antetypes. After thereby a large pool of problems has been generated for different samples
of to be tested persons in an automatic way different tests can be composed.
So far, the application of the competence-performance approach has only been discussed in the domain of
testing. But it can also be used for organising learning processes [15] , concerning eLearning, for an online
curriculum generation on an individual level. If the competence and the performance space are
implemented into a learning program, first the current competence level can be assessed - it does not
matter whether the competence assessment is precise or fuzzy - and based on it the learner can be taught
those competencies which he does not have available yet, but which he is most disposed to learn. That is,
the learner is taught exactly these competencies in which the super-ordinate problem not yet solved differs
from the sub-ordinate problem just solved. Some adaptive tutoring systems based on knowledge space
theory - even though not on the competence-performance approach itself - already exist: AdAsTra [5] ,
ALEKS [3] , and RATH [10] , [11] , [1] .
A still open issue concerns the application of the competence-performance approach to more self-directed
learning situations which lack structure. At first sight unstructured learning situations may contradict the
assessment of knowledge in terms of the competence-performance approach. But in our opinion also here
it can reasonably be applied. Consider learning units not connected to each other in the sense of
dependencies among problems as the are defined according to the competence-performance approach, but
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sufficiently be described by underlying competencies. If any combination of the underlying competencies is
represented by a problem, a structure on the set of problems can be derived. After the learner has worked
on an arbitrary set of units, the corresponding substructure of problems can be taken out from the overall
structure. Then it can adaptively be assessed which problems a student is able to master and hence which
competencies he has available and is able to apply in combination. On this basis, it can be determined
which competencies the learner has still to be taught. Moreover, it can be concluded for which
competencies a joint application is not yet possible. This procedure prevents that entire learning units have
to be repeated. Instruction can focus on the teaching of single competencies and on helping the learner to
integrate competencies for their joint application.
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Appendix
1. Description of the problems and elementary competencies as used in the first example.
Problem

Description

q1

The subject is asked to recite the number-words 1 to 10.

q2

A linear array of elements. The subject is asked to count the elements.

q3

A linear array of elements. The subject is asked to determine the numerosity.

q4

A linear array of elements. The subject is asked if it could start counting at different elements.

q5

An addition is performed on concrete elements. The subject has to solve the addition.

Competency

Description

e1

Stable-order principle: Being able to express the number-words in their correct order across
opportunities.

e2

One-one principle: Being able to assign exactly one number-word to each of the to be counted
elements.

e3

Cardinal principle: Knowing that the last uttered number-word in a counting sequence determines
the cardinality of a set.

e4

Tag-reassigning principle: Knowing that counting can be started at any object in an array.

e5

Increase schema: Knowing that if objects are added to a given set, it is increased, that is, it becomes
more.

2. Description of the problems and elementary competencies as used in the second example.
Problem

Description

r1

Linear array containing a number of elements which exceeds the counting range of a subject. The
subject is asked to make up a row containing as many elements as the other.

r2

Linear array containing a number of elements lying within the counting range of a subject. The
subject is asked to determine the numerosity.

r3

Two linear arrays, elements are mapped one-to-one. Child is told that in one row there are 10
elements, then the other row is dilated. Child is asked how many elements this row contains now. It
is not allowed to count.

Competency

Description

b1

One-to-one correspondence: Knowing that if the elements of two or more sets can be mapped
one-to-one the sets are equal in number, and if not, they are unequal in number.

b2

Being able to determine the numerosity of a set by counting.

b3

Knowing that a transformation such as dilating does not alter number.
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[1] Ã…power set
[2] The example is an excerpt of the PhD-studies of the first author [4] .
[3] The PhD-studies of the first author [4] build the basis for the construction of this example.
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